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Abstract 
One of the most serious problems in the development cycle of dstributed programs is lack 
of tools for debuggmg Debuggmg a program is often tune-consummg and 1s a continuous 
cycle of code modification and re-testleg (The development of technology m the area of 
commmcation, memory mterconnection schemes, ardutectural design, etc, contnbutes to 
the current state of affordable distnbuted computing systems ) Debuggmg programs writ- 
ten for dstributed computers is a challengmg task The Issues which comphcate debuggmg 
dstributed program are (1) they exhibit non-repeatable behavior limting the effectiveness 
of traditional cychc debuggmg techniques, (n) mteractive analysls frequently employed for 
sequential programs can distort a dstnbuted program execution beyond recogmtion, and 
(m) comprehensive analysis of a d~stnbuted program's execution reqwres collection, man- 
agement, and presentation of an enormous amount of data Two broad approaches followed 
whde designing a debugger for distributed programs are (1) State based debugpg, and 
(11) Abstractzon based debuggrng 
In this thesis, we propose and implement an Integrated debugger for distnbuted programs 
which supports debuggmg based on (1) predicate classes (a scheme for specifying break- 
points), (11) a novel task graph based model of debugging, (111) a visualization system (called 
MVW) for presenting the program behanor more appropriately for detecting some class of 
errors, and finally (iv) a mechanism for controllmg multiple processes and presenting the 
process states t o  the users in a graphical form, which is very essential for comprehending 
the behavior of multiple processes of a distributed program 
Debugging distributed programs require basically a mechanism to specify breakpoints, the 
ability to detect the breakpoint conditions and halt distnbuted program further for analysis 
The vanous conditions for specifying breakpomts are studed m the general framework of 
predicate classes, narnely szrnple predzwte, conjunctzue predzcate, dzsjunctzve predzcate and 
lznked predzcate Lznked predzcate is the focus of our study in the first part of the thesis 
Lznked predzcate is used for specdymg conditions on the process states whch are both 
temporally and spatially dstributed and specifies the dependency relationship condtion 
on the states of processes m a dlstrlbuted program 
This them examnes prevlous algorithms and Sves a new algonthrn for detectmg the 
linked predicate cons~tently The previous algorithms proposed m the hterature detects 
the hnked predicate in an mconsistent manner The theoretical proof for the proposed 
algonthm is presented and the same IS ~mplemented in the debugger called DDEB The 
debugger, DDEB is designed and mplemented on a network of machines as part of tlw: 
thesis to study the effectiveness and correctness of the algorithms and models proposed in 
t h s  thesis 
The second part of the thesls exammes the abstraction mechanlsm for debuggmg pur- 
pose Distributed programs need some kmd of abstraction mechanlsm to deal m t h  the 
complexity while debugpg  Debuggers which supports some lund of abstraction mecha- 
nlsm are classified as Abstractzon-based debuggers and in the debuggng context, they are 
also called as hzgh-level debuggers Event-based approach for debugging dlstnbuted pro- 
grams based on behamoral abstraction, is one such kind of abstraction mechanlsm reported 
in the literature But event-based abstraction has it own Imitation when one tnes to real- 
ize it in distributed debuggers T h s  thesis examines a novel abstraction mechanism based 
on task graph for specifying distributed programs and debugging in terms of speafied and 
executed task graphs The task graph model provides a hlgh-level approach for debugging 
distributed programs because it encapsulates the details of individual processes in the form 
of nodes and concentrates more on the dependency and concurrent behavior of distributed 
programs 
The third part of the thesis examines the effectiveness of visualization technology for 
debugging d~stnbuted programs The advances in visualization technology has kindled re- 
search mterest m program/data visualization for debugging and performance related issues 
In this thesis we provide appropriate graphical mews, whch reflects the run-time behavior 
of distnbuted programs for easy understanding and correct interpretation of the program 
behavlor The proposed vlews are studied m detail for their effective use in identifymg 
some class of errors, namely Message Overlappang, Communacatzon Masmatch, etc, 
Lastly, the thesrs examines the issues of interface design between the user and the de- 
bugger systems, wluch is essential for successfully usmg a debugger Distributed programs 
adds complexity in controlhng individual processes and communicatmg the response from 
the constituent processes of a distnbuted program to the user We propose the groupzng 
concept for defirung functionally equwalent processes as one group and controlling them as 
a single entity DDEB supports definlng any number of groups dependmg on the nature 
of the problem and the algorithm used m developing a distributed program The proposed 
models and algorithms are evaluated by some case studes 
